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Social media today have become campaign tools, communication vehicles, places to seek 
agreement, and front-line conflict zones for diverse individuals, groups, social movements, and 
political parties on myriad issues of daily life, public policy, and ideology. 

The original optimistic view of the appropriation of digital technologies by social movements 
envisioned that social media networks would grant voice and empowerment to act, denounce, 
broadcast information and thus impact ordinary citizens and members of disadvantaged groups or 
grassroots associations. Feelings of disenfranchisement led to the exposure of contradictions at the 
mass level of society and to corresponding challenges to established power; technological 
capabilities and connections to popular culture fostered the engagement of young people and the 
expansion of movement boundaries; nerds entered politics; and progressive movements or parties 
achieved victories as an effect of the horizontal reach of new media originally alien to conservative 
elements of society. Certainly, there were also religious fundamentalists, racists, arms advocates or 
sexists using new media, but they were a minority in the beginning. However, that all changed. 
BREXIT, the victories of Trump and Bolsonaro, the coordinated global, regional, and national actions 
against sex education, legalized abortion and same-sex marriage--among other topics--reveal 
another face of media use. These facts compel a critical stance towards the impacts of this 
phenomenon. 

As has happened throughout Latin American and the rest of the world, in Peru youth movements, 
anti-corruption forces, and feminist or LGTBIQ advocates, among others, have utilized new media 
to make themselves heard, oppose the government, and to promote policy and cultural change. At 
the same time, social media have also been useful to those who promote religious, conservative or 
right-wing messages. 

Now we can see these contradictory forces at work simultaneously. For example: both denunciation 
of abusers and slander of social justice advocates; both defense of the environment and falsehoods 
about the origin of diseases or climate change; both defense of human rights and instigation of 
discriminatory acts; both solidarity among peers and unprecedented bullying. 



This gives rise to the question of how different groups, collectives, movements or parties take 
advantage of, appropriate, or use new media to organize, develop or carry out collective actions. 
What challenges do these social actors and their larger societal contexts face? 

In pursuit of these questions, Conexión, a scholarly publication of the Academic Department of 
Communications of the Pontificia Universidad del Perú, will devote an issue to exploring the 
relationship between collective action and social media, with emphasis on the following topics: 

• The use of images with political objectives. 

• “Fake news” and “post-truth”. 

• Functional determinations of the artifact and social appropriation of technology: what is done and 
what is not done on each platform? 

• Humor and satire as political tools. 

• Identity construction. 

• Organization, operation and communication of networked groups. 

• Negotiation, agreements, concessions, alliances or other forms of influence or participation of 
horizontal movements in political decision making. 

• Online, street and hybrid collective action repertoires. 

• Translocality of activism. Transnational movements 

• The development of digital and communication capabilities for collective action. 

• New media practices and cultures and content creation. 

 
Case studies are a focus, but thematic or ethical and theoretical reviews and essays are also 
welcome. Submissions open begins December 12, 2019 with a final deadline of June 1, 2020. The 
articles received will be submitted for peer review and those accepted will be published in of the 
journal Conexión v.9 #14 scheduled for December 2020.  

For article format, see the guidelines in the following links: 

→ Rules for authors 

→ Image rules 

You can access the previous issues HERE. For editorial questions about this issue, contact Professor 
Juan Fernando Bossio, thematic coordinator of Connection v. 9, number 14: jfbossio@pucp.pe (with 
copies to epasapera@pucp.pe and dptocomunica@pucp.edu.pe) 

 

http://revistas.pucp.edu.pe/index.php/conexion/normas_autores
http://revistas.pucp.edu.pe/index.php/conexion/elemento_grafico
http://revistas.pucp.edu.pe/index.php/conexion/issue/archive
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